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Proofreading: Fabian Bassenhoff, Sabrina Dehati 

Layout: Rafael Frederik van der Schaar, Jonas Bøgh Larsen, 
Aneta Gaidamovic

Reading suggestions: We recommend that you download the  
publication and open it using a pdf reader. You can click on the web links 
and consult the resources. Alternatively, you can also copy and paste 
with a tight click the web links of the resources that interest you in your 
browser’s URL field. As this publication is quite long, we advise you not to 
print it, especially since all resources are web-based.

LEC is organized by          In collaboration with

THIS ISTHIS ISTHIS ISTHIS IS
MUSIC CITIES NETWORKMUSIC CITIES NETWORK
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To organise our insights, we chose 
three categories of investigation: 

CULTURE
Consolidate the understanding of the new European youth culture and 
explore common transnational values, similarities, and 
differences.

POLICY 
Design workable solutions to bridge the gap between the informal  
methods of Urban artists and the formal methods of city leaders and 
music policy makers.

METHOD
Pave the way for new and innovative ways for Hip Hop artists to improve 
their creative abilities. Professionalise and grow their
network in Europe’s Music Business.

About this Manual

Our intentions were clear from the start of this collaboration: We wanted to create solutions to 
the general claim of a gap between municipalities’ formal methods of fostering musical talent 
development and young artists’ more informal methods. The Link-Up Euro Connection 2022 
program was designed with a twofold development strategy to achieve this goal:

We discovered that the gap between formal municipal methods and informal artist methods exists, 
but more as a communication barrier than a lack of will. Also, we observed a common desire among 
both formal and informal actors to ”improve the facilitation of young emerging talents in Hip Hop 
and related genres”. Therefore, our challenge has been to investigate solutions to bridge this gap 
between formal music policy making and informal methods of contemporary Hip Hop culture. It has 
been a challenging task, but we hope that this manual will inspire further development and research.

EMPOWERment: 

Develop a clear and functional method of artist exchange between cities 
interested in developing young emerging hip-hop talents. (See the  
chapters on LEC Mindset and LEC Method for more information.) // 
Testing site.

RESEARCH
Increase young artists’ and music city policy makers’ understanding of 
common cultural needs and values.. // Think Tank.
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LINK UP EURO CONNECTION

The Link Up Euro Connection (LEC) was a 7-month programme of 
European co-creation and co-production between 34 participants, 
collaborating in 4 co-creation-camps, and performing at festivals in 
Aarhus, Berlin, Groningen, and Manchester. The activities result in a 
joint vision: the LEC Manual - On how to facilitate the development & 
professionalisation of emerging artists.

Hip Hop and R&B culture is a global movement that encompasses a 
wide range of expressions from music, theatre, dance, art and fashion up 
to politics and business. Municipalities acknowledge that Hip Hop and 
R&B culture is undeniably intertwined with youth culture but struggle 
to adapt and facilitate suitable programs for talent development and 
professionalisation.

Summary

THIS ISTHIS ISTHIS ISTHIS IS

LECLECLECLEC
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Involved Artists: 

• Caxxiane (Berlin, DE)
• Ellie Fatou  (NL)
• Gotopo (Berlin, DE)
• Joash (UK)
• Re.Decay (Berlin, DE)
• Jadi D (NL)
• Frode (DK)
• Riya (UK)
• Yetundey (Hamburg, DE)
• Stinna (NL)
• El Zeeko (UK)
• Thor (DK)
• Aggi (DK)
• Frederik Locht (DK)
• Kya Kyani (Berlin, DE)

• Obey Reily (NL)
• Maaike Maria (NL)
• Alexander Moto (NL)
• Tobi Bob Snoid (Berlin, DE)
• Rosie Charles (UK)
• Martha Pryer (UK)
• DMT (NL)
• Sibz (UK)
• Assiindewaris (NL)
• Meron (Berlin, DE)
• Hunnid22 (DK)
• Fozza (DK)
• Larm Beats (DK)
• Zozy (NL)
• Kneauk (NL)
• Rommy Gabay (NL)

• ●Noordstaat in Groningen, The Netherlands (January 28th-30th, 2022)
• ●Manchester Music City in collaboration with Brighter Sound and Contact, England 

(7th-13th March 2022)
• ●Promus and Institute for X in Aarhus during the SPOT Festival, Denmark (3rd.-7th. 

May 2022)
• Musicboard Berlin and Alvozay Collective during Fête de La Musique in Berlin, 

Germany (18th-22nd June 2022)
• LECs goals are concerning three different fields: LEC has targets in three different 

fields:

LEC’s co-creation and co-production camps are 
organized by the transnationally acting Music Cities 
Network in collaboration with the following 
partners:

1. Culture: 

2. Economy: 

3. Policy: 

Consolidate the understanding of the new European Urban youth culture and 
explore common transnational values, similarities, and differences.

Pave the way for new and innovative ways for artists to improve creatively. 
Professionalize and grow their network in Europe’s Music Business.

Design practicable solutions to bridge the gap between the informal methods 
of Urban artists and the formal methods of city leaders and music policy makers.

Insights in these three fields are presented in this 
LEC Manual, targeted to municipalities, policy 
makers, and project leaders to increasingly 
understand their local Hip Hop scenes.

LEC’s aim is to pave the way for new and 
innovative ways for artists to improve 
creatively, professionalise and grow their 
networks in Europe’s Music Business. LEC is 
co-funded by Music Moves Europe and Creative 

Europe. After the European Music Business Task 
Force (EMBTF) it is the second project by the 
MCN, which is getting European recognition. 
Both projects are realising MCN´s aim to reflect 
on and create good frames for music in cities 
in a project format. MCN states: The global eye 
needs a local body - the network is excited to 
contribute to sustainable change with these 
projects in the future.

Number of Applicants: 

Number of songs

Release of songs: 

5 Cities involved

13 Organizations involved

LEC 2022 in Numbers

111 applicants

• 72 demo tracks 

• 10 songs

• Aarhus
• Groningen
• Manchester
• Berlin
• Hamburg

• Music Cities Network (Global)
• Institut for (X) (Aarhus, DK)
• Spot Festival (Aarhus, DK)
• Aarhus Volume (Aarhus, DK)
• Promus (Aarhus, DK)
• Noordstaat (Groningen, NL)
• Gemeente Groningen (Groningen, NL)
• Hamburg Music Business (Hamburg, GER)
• MusicBoard Berlin (Berlin, GER)
• Alvozay Collective (Berlin, GER)
• Brighter Sound (Manchester, UK)
• Contact (Manchester, UK)
• Fête de la Musique (Berlin, GER)
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Respect goes both ways and is crucial to bridge the gap between the 
formal level of policy makers and the more informal level of emerging 
talents. We have to make an effort to understand both sides and how 
they view society. We have to understand both new world views and 
systematic possibilities at the same time. One way to further a deeper 
understanding is to create creative spaces to meet other people than 
ourselves and work with our mindset. Creativity needs to be motivated 
to grow into talent.   

Summary

CULTURECULTURECULTURECULTURE
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Openness

Hip Hop is the new Pop of today. It is a global movement that encompasses 
a wide range of expressions from music, theatre, and dance, to art and 
fashion, up to politics and business. Municipalities acknowledge that Hip 
Hop culture is undeniably intertwined with youth culture, but struggle 
to adapt and facilitate suitable programs for talent development and 
professionalisation. Policy makers experience  difficulties finding their 
ways to the targeted artists and vice versa.
 
Our initial finding showed that the most important topics for young 
artists are tolerance, diversity, and openness. When discussing identity 
political topics such as gender diversity and racial profiling, often, we 
discover a gap between older generations of decision makers on the 
one hand, and young emerging artists on the other. The gap shows 
itself in how the different generations prioritise these topics.  It is critical 
that policymakers recognize that these types of issues are extremely 
important to today’s youth.

One way to close this gap is for the city to increase funding for broad 
cultural support of niche-scenes. Cities could help to counteract a 
monocultural output of cultural offers by fostering small micro-scenes 
with a wide range of genres in all forms of art.
 

 ”Berlin is cool because it's sort of like a small town 
and a big city at the same time. There are a lot of micro sce-
nes and different types of music being explored and there 
is an air of acceptance and openness that pervades all of 
it. Of course it isn't perfect, but I think it's a great place to 
make music and meet other people trying to make music. 
I think that the infrastructure for music that isn't house or 
techno could be developed further. But honestly, I think that 
is already happening.”

 – LEC participant, 2022

C
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Creative spaces
We also noticed an urge in the emerging European Hip Hop scene to 
discover and develop creativity more collaboratively. During the Covid 
pandemic, this has become a particular concern for many emerging 
artists attempting to advance their music and careers:

 “Corona has of course been devastating for upcoming 
artists in Aarhus, but the scene has still developed and in 
the last year a lot of new exciting projects and artists have 
emerged from the city. The one thing Aarhus desperately 
needs is an easier way for artists, signed or not, to meet and 
create like LEC. We have the venues, but they rarely facili-
tate creative sessions and it can be really hard to get out of 
your comfort zone alone.” 

 – LEC participant, 2022

There appears to be a need for more "creative sessions", where artists 
can collaborate to develop their artistic persona and skill set. As stated in 
the quote, this could be facilitated by city venues on calmer weekdays. 
Another option would be to use empty buildings in the city and set up 
small pop-up studios in these spaces. This was realised during the Aarhus 
LEC 2022, when 15 new studios were built in an abandoned hospital with 
the help of local foundations (Aarhus 2017 fonden) and the Music Cities 
Network.
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When asked how many hours our participants spend weekly on making 
music, 55.6% answered more than 20 hours. This depicts a high level of 
motivation. On the other hand, only 22% of our LEC participants have had 
mentoring or artistic coaching, which leaves 78% of young emerging 
talents who have had none (except  this LEC program). Even though 
the cities might provide mentoring, they apparently do not get it over 
the counter to the young emerging talents. Either the cities need to 
communicate more directly to their target group, or they need to up the 
motivation for young emerging talents to reach out themselves. What is 
the use of good publicly funded mentorship programs, if the artist does 
not get inspired by them or motivated to join?
 
In relation to this issue, our research reveals one clear key finding: 
Motivation mainly comes from strong creative communities. That is, 
the stronger the feeling of belonging to a community, the higher the 
motivation.   
The motivation of young rising artists in the early stages of their careers 
is just as crucial as artistic talent. In this sense, maintaining a high level of 
motivation amongst the young talents becomes a responsibility for the 
cities. Should we create more small local co-creation camps and make 
those attractive to the up-comming scene? Could we create more free 
platforms to develop diversity in our cities, where artists can meet and 
express themselves and create communitie?

In order to facilitate these types of initiatives in our cities we need to boost 
the professional level of “middle person/mediator” that understands 
both sides of the table – the municipal as well as the artistic. We need 
to detect those people, who are working to push the creative scene 
and work to improve its conditions. These people we refer to as “The 
facilitators”.  
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LEC mindset

Artists

The LEC mindset is very important to the quality and success of the 
project. As facilitators we are responsible to create an atmosphere of 
creativity surrounding our artists, while at the same time balancing 
artistic curiosity with time scheduled deliveries. Considering that we 
also need to think about how the project is beneficial to local city politics, 
while facilitating an atmosphere of co-operation between everybody 
involved, we face a rather challenging task here. Nevertheless, this 
model can be used as a guiding tool to place partner expectations when 
making a successful project.          
 
To manage this, we were inspired by the works of psychologist Mihaly 
Robert Csikszentmihalyi who describes what it takes to “be in flow”, “in 
the zone” or “in the groove” and how it feels:

As facilitators it is our task and wish to create a setting and an atmosphere, 
in which our artists feel and experience what Csikszentmihalyi describes. 
To do this, we must control the situation by being very well prepared, 
but we also need to be flexible enough to alter our plans (those of the 
facilitator) in order to preserve the state of arousal in the artist group. 
Flow exists right between arousal and control. Experiencing flow leads 
to better results and productivity, along with happiness and a sense of 
fulfilment.  
 
Now, this is the mindset that we try to facilitate in LEC. But how does that 
look like in practice? Over the years, we have developed a simple method 
of how to facilitate flow in artistic exchange. This will be presented as the 
LEC method in the following pages.

Completely involved in what we are doing – focused, con-
centrated.

A sense of ecstasy – of being outside everyday reality.

Great inner clarity – knowing what needs to be done, and 
how well we are doing.

Knowing that the activity is doable – that our skills are ade-
quate to the task.

A sense of serenity – no worries about oneself, and the fee-
ling of growing beyond the boundaries of the ego.

Timelessness – thoroughly focused on the present, hours 
seem to pass by in minutes.

Intrinsic motivation – whatever produces flow becomes its 
own reward.

1. 

2. 

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Facilitators
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POLICYMETHODMETHODMETHODMETHOD

In order to pave the way for new and innovative ways for Hip Hop artists 
to improve creatively and professionalise their network in Europe’s Music 
Business, we once again found that the artists themselves request 
more municipal investments in the local creative spaces that brings 
together a broad range of up-coming cultures. The LEC Method itself 
can also be viewed as a way to make artists exchange, which meets the 
workflow and expectations of young emerging Hip Hop talents. Here 
exemplified as a user journey for others to follow and elaborate on:

Summary
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Working transnationally with the LEC city and 
organisational partners has been an enriching 
collaboration on its own already. LEC has 
always had a bottom up approach to guarantee 
the most honest and important input from the 
target group, the emerging Hip Hop artists in 
Europe. 

The Hip Hop scenes from the four cities LEC 
has worked with function very independently 
and are located widely spread across different 
areas and districts in each city. Yet the need for 
support and the wish for being seen and heard 
is present. 

The artists LEC has worked with clearly showed 
that knowing that there is support for them out 
there is not the usual case. The thankfulness of 
being there to support and help them navitating 
was touching but at the same time also showed 
a huge gap between the needs and the 
visibility of offers provided. 

Offers by cities and also policy makers are not 
easy to find and/or accessible. Especially, as 
the Hip Hop Scene is even less used to getting 
funding or writing funding applications in 
comparison to  pop or classical artists. 

As stated above, that’s why maintaining a high 
level of motivation amongst the young talents 
to keep them active in the city scene, becomes 
a responsibility of the cities.

So how can this be done? 

Coming from a three year of LEC project 
experience, we strongly believe that the facilitator 
is the key. A person that first and foremost has 
the scene credibility in the respective Hip Hop 
scene and secondly understands the holistic 
parameters needed to support an artist from 
the policy side to become more professional 
and navigate through application, funding and 
development processes. 

The facilitator can be seen like a scene 
connector, bridge builder or gatekeeper. 
Regular meetings shall be arranged in order to 
listen to the needs of the Hip Hop scene. 

Hip Hop has always been bottom up and this 
needs to be kept this way too, in order to let the 
scene strive and create new ideas.

SummaryPOLICYPOLICYPOLICYPOLICYPOLICY
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Why is this project beneficial to you?

“As a city, Groningen has a great history in pop music and pop culture. With 
several renowned venues and Eurosonic Noorderslag we aim to make an 
impact on a European level, within our own community and with our partners 
abroad. LEC helps us expand and intensify this existing network and stimulates 
a very distinct group within popular culture that is not necessarily always front 
and centre in terms of policy. LEC aims to stimulate hip hop and R&B through 
exchange and by working together with different artists, organizations and 
communities throughout Europe. This helps further strengthen youth culture in 
Groningen as a whole and it facilitates artists in making new connections and 
it opens up new opportunities for them.” 

-Tommy Voortman, Policy Advisor Culture, Municipality of Groningen

“It was brilliant to experience a new residency model. The opportunity for 
Manchester artists and producers to experience collaborating with other 
artists and producers from different international cities really supported 
their creative development and their building up of the skills need to be 
market ready internationally. I know that the residency has built sustained 
networks and opportunities to continue creating and collaborating beyond 
the residency time frame.” 

 -Debra King, Director Brighter Sound Manchester, Sector Lead 
Manchester Music City, Chair of the Board Music Cities Network e.V.

“For SPOT, this project has had great significance for the urban music environ-
ment in Aarhus, with the opportunity to create contacts and networks outside 
the city. 
It strengthens the entire basis for working with this genre in Aarhus, where the 
tendency has previously been for people in the environment to move on to 
Copenhagen. Thus, LEC makes super good sense and fits in very well with the 
producer camp that I was responsible for during the SPOT festival 2022. 
It is also my clear impression that it has been successful and that is what I hear 
from the participants here from the city.” 

-Albert F Helmig, Booking Coordinator, SPOT Festival Aarhus 

“Our collaboration with LEC broadens our network and knowledge of 
the specific music scene we were aiming at, it makes us learn about 
pan-European transcultural work and is a great offering for the artists 
we support.” 

-Maureen Noe, Assistant to Management, Project Management Artist 
Funding, Musicboard Berlin GmbH
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Combine one local city policy with your 
experience of LEC

“One of the main pillars in our culture policy is the development of 
talent and making way for new forms of cultural expression to grow 
and bloom. This tends to gravitate slightly towards more traditional 
forms of culture like theatre and art. (...) The LEC program is a very 
welcome addition to existing talent development programs that 
we already have, in a way that integrates nicely with the hip hop 
and R&B communities.” 

Tommy Voortman, Policy Advisor Culture, Municipality of 
Groningen

“As a music city Manchester is committed to working with a diversity 
of music genres and artists and LEC added to his commitment 
profiling artists from a diverse range of music communities.” 

Debra King, Director Brighter Sound Manchester, Sector Lead 
Manchester Music City, Chair of the Board Music Cities Network e.V.

“Aarhus politically wants to strengthen the cultural growth layer 
in the city and to support contact internationally. In this way, the 
experience with this project aligns nicely with one of the strategic 
investments of Aarhus.” 

-Albert F Helmig, Booking Coordinator, SPOT Festival Aarhus 
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What is your wish for a LEC Vol. II

“To further sharpen the outcomes of the first edition and help develop 
concrete understanding of what youth culture needs in ways of support to 
have a bigger and more meaningful impact on society. And of course, I wish 
that it will help a new group of talented artists to connect with each other 
and learn from each other to develop their skills. Hopefully this will lead to 
many new projects and exchanges.” 

-Tommy Voortman, Policy Advisor Culture, Municipality of Groningen

“For LEC 2. I think it’s important for other cities to experience the benefits 
of hosting the residency programme. (...) I thought that LEC was incredibly 
flexible as a model and allowed for a hybrid approach during the 
pandemic. We should keep this in mind for the next iteration too.” 

-Debra King, Director Brighter Sound Manchester, Sector Lead 
Manchester Music City, Chair of the Board Music Cities Network e.V.

“SPOT has a desire to repeat the project and once again combine our 
producer & artist camp at SPOT with LEC.”

 -Albert F Helmig, Booking Coordinator, SPOT Festival Aarhus 
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The whole LEC team wants to express their gratitude to the Music Moves 
Europe funding and the European Commission to fund our idea that has 
been developed in the midst of the first pandemic lockdown, knowing that 
transnational exchanges like these will be needed to ensure our believe in the 
good and in the power of creativity. 

Being part of LEC has been enrichting for every single one of us, from artists, 
organisers, facilitators, partners and policy makers.

LEC as part of MCN is a growing network of creatives that aims to continue its 
journey in more European and worldwide cities aiming to improve structures, 
frames and accessibility for emerging artists and their respective music scenes.

To be continued! 
LEC is here to stay! 
Come and join the ride! 
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